
ROLLER SHUTTERS

For Protection, 
and comfort. 



External roller shutters -
the all rounder.

The ROMA roller shutter is capable of far more
 than just going up and down: ROMA roller 
shutters are intelligent, and if desired fully 
automatic systems for:

They are a design element for your façade and an
effective protection from the elements.
Furthermore, they can positively impact the room
atmosphere and comfort levels.

 

• Sun protection
• Noise protection
• Privacy protection
• To prevent break-ins
• To prevent loss of heat
• Protection from insects

PENTO head box installed �ush with the façade
( requires a certain wall thickness )

Remote control - more comfort and freedom



Privacy with the
push of a button
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When houses open
and close their eyes

It is a natural response to close our eyes from
glaring light during the day or at night when we 
need to rest.

Now your house can do the same with ROMA
roller shutters. You can set the roller shutters to
open or shut fully automatically when sunlight
hits the roller shutters. Or you can control by
the push of a button when and how much you
want your roller shutters to open or shut. 

You regulate the comfort levels inside with the
ROMA roller shutters on the outside.
In any weather at any time.
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Motorised tilting mechanism

There are lots of alternatives
between dark and light.

If you want to combine supreme sun protection with 
highest light and air supply look no further than the 
new generation of ROMA roller shutter with motorised 
tilting mechanism.

We even offer roller shutters for angled windows.

Roller shutter systems TRENDO for angled windows





A safe sleeping aid
without any side effects



A body guard
in front of
every window.

Our standard roller shutters already
offer an effective protection from intruders.

ROMA offers an additional security package 
(optional) with re-enforced bottom plates, 
guide rails with hidden screw points and a 
special mechanism that prevents intruders 
from pushing open the roller shutters.

The security package in combination with a 
proximity sensor - which causes the roller 
shutter to jiggle briefly if it detects people 
outside the roller shutter - makes the
roller shutter an important part of the 
security system of your home.
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Security level 2: ALUMINO protect, extra strong slats for even more safety

Security level 3: No chance for thieves: additional proximity sensor GENIO

Security level 1: ROMA security package

Anti-lifting device

Reinforced guide rail

Reinforced
Roller shutter





No chance for pesky
�ies or insects.

Integrated �yscreens

ROMA roller shutters truly can do everything.
The fully integrated insect screen (optional)
allows you to protect yourself from pesky
insects. It can be fully retracted during winter
or other times when you don’t need it.

The �y screen uses tear-proof and highly
transparent Transpatec mesh. Many of the
different ROMA roller shutter types can be
combined with the integrated �yscreens.

Integrated �yscreen with head box PENTO.XP



More protection
for your house.

Sun protection

ROMA roller shutters protect the occupants, 
furniture and indoor plants from too much sun 
and UV. The roller shutter prevents the rooms 
from overheating - that is why a good external 
sun protection is the most energy efficient air 
conditioner for your house.

Noise reduction

Don't underestimate the noise reduction 
your roller shutter can offer you. The high 
quality and environmentally friendly foam-
filled slats allow peaceful sleep due to their 
noise reduction qualities.

Sicherheit & Schutz18



Automatic �re protection

The �re alarm recognition system SIDEO clears
the exit pathways in case of �re: When smoke
or �re alarms go off, SIDEO automatically and
quickly opens all roller shutters in your home.

Note: battery backup allows SIDEO to work
during power outage.

Reliable protection:
SIDEO - Alarm detection for on-site smoke detectors

Glare protection - combining 
textile screens & roller shutters

Some of the ROMA roller shutters allow the 
integration of textile screens. That can be 
especially attractive in the living areas during 
the day, when you want the advantage of glare 
protection and shade but still enjoy a good 
view to the outside.

Weather protection

Houses are meant to last for generations. 
Investing in high quality roller shutters does not 
just serve the purpose of comfort, but also the 
protection of your house - especially your 
windows.









Mehr Komfort und Sicherheit: der automatische Lichtsensor von ROMA lässt die Rollladen je nach einprogrammierten 
Helligkeits- und Temperaturwerten zu definierten Positionen fahren.

Mit den eleganten und intuitiv 
zu bedienenden Wandtastern 
bedienen Sie die Rollladen so 
einfach und komfortabel wie 
Ihre Beleuchtung. Ein schöner 
Nebeneffekt: Keine Rollladen-
gurte stören das Auge.

Die handliche ROMA Funk-
steuerung steuert Licht und 
Schatten bequem von jeder 
Stelle Ihres Hauses aus. 
Lassen Sie morgens vom Bett 
aus die Rollladen hochfahren. 
Oder fahren Sie abends von 
der Couch aus alle Rollladen 
herunter.

Das ROMApad bringt heute 
schon das Bedienkonzept der 
Zukunft in Ihr Haus. Steuern 
Sie Ihre gesamten Sonnen-
schutzanlagen automatisiert 
nach vorprogrammierten 
Szenarien. Oder lassen Sie 
Ihre Rollladen per Fingerzeig 
auf den Touchscreen in die 
gewünschte Position fahren.

Das moderne
Haus denkt mit.

ROMA macht Ihnen die Bedienung Ihrer Rollladen denkbar einfach.
Wählen Sie einfach aus, welches Bedienkonzept Ihren Ansprüchen am besten behagt.





Saving energy is the
best source of 
energy there is.





Air gap between window and roller shutter serves as 
insulation layer and helps to reduce heating cost.

Red shows the perfect insulation after replacing window 
and roller shutters with high quality products - the warmth 
stays inside the house.

Use roller shutters,
reduce heating cost.

To build economically, also means to keep the 
energy consumption of your house as low as 
possible. Modern roller shutters can help you 
reach that goal.

Roller shutters -  more precisely the air gap 
between the window and the external roller 
shutter - serves as an additional insulation layer 
during the cold parts of the year.

Independent studies have shown, that a 
closed roller shutter can significantly reduce 
the lost of heat. The replacement of 
windows and roller shutters can save up to 
40% of energy (from heating).

Green shows the areas with heat loss from the inside to 
outside.



Made in germany -
with aluminium and 
expertise.





Our colours,
your individuality.

Your house reflects your personal taste - and 
so does the colour you choose. The ROMA 
colour collection should offer you all that you 
need and more: our colour collection offers a 
large range of colours for high quality and long 
lasting surfaces.

Our ROMA colour harmony range for 
example allows you to choose from seven 
standard colours. These colours allow you 
to colour-match not just the head box, 
guide rails and bottom bar but also the 
colour of your slats.







ROMA colour 
harmony range

If you chose the ROMA Colour Harmony range for 
your roller shutters, you will find the perfect colour 
combination. You can coordinate the colour of 
your head box, guide rails, bottom bar and slats by 
choosing from the 7 discreet colours. 

There are three colour groups to choose 
from for the exposed aluminium components 
of your blinds:

• ROMA Colour Harmony
• ROMA Colour Trend
• ROMA Colour Variety

ROMA colour harmony

The ROMA colour Harmony aesthetically matches all exposed aluminium components of your 
textile screens. The seven harmonious colours are available as standard in the three surface 
finishes Smooth matte, Fine structure matte and Highly weatherproof fine structure matte 1 for 
boxes, guide rails and bottom bars. 

ROMA 9016 
(similar to RAL 9016) 

ROMA Grau ROMA  Weißaluminium 
(similar to  RAL 9006)

ROMA Graualuminium 
(similar to RAL 9007)

ROMA Sarotti ROMA DB 703

ROMA Anthrazitgrau 
(similar to  RAL 7016)

Highly weather-proof is subject to extra cost.
Colour variations are possible due to printing technology. Please always use original colour samples when deciding.



ROMA colour trend -
42 colours for every taste.

Are you a trendsetter? Then go for the ROMA Colour Trend. You will find the colour you desire in 42 shades 
and three surface finishes smooth matte, fine structure matte and highly weather-proof fine structure matte. 
Moreover, the surface finishes smooth matte and fine structure matte are available as standard powders from 
the two leading colour powder manufacturers IGP and Tiger. 

RAL 1013 Oyster white RAL 1015 Light ivory RAL 2000 Yellow orange RAL 3003 Ruby red

RAL 3004 Purple red RAL 3005 Wine red RAL 3011 Brown red RAL 5011 Steel blue

RAL 5014 Pigeon blue RAL 6005 Moss green RAL 6009 Fir green RAL 7001 Silver grey

RAL 7004 Signal grey RAL 7011 Iron grey RAL 7012 Basalt grey RAL 7015 Slate grey

RAL 7021 Black grey RAL 7022 Umbra grey RAL 7024 Graphite grey RAL 7035 Light grey

RAL 7036 Platinum grey RAL 7037 Dusty grey RAL 7038 Agate grey RAL 7039 Quartz grey

RAL 7040 Window grey RAL 7046 Telegrey 2 RAL 7047 Telegrey 4 RAL 7048 Pearl mouse grey



ROMA colour variety - unlimited possibilities

(only for Head box, guide rails & bottom bar – for 
slat colours see below)

RAL 8001 Ochre brown RAL 8003 Clay brown RAL 8007 Fawn brown RAL 8011 Nut brown

RAL 8014 Sepia brown RAL 8016 Mahogany brown RAL 8017 Chocolate brown RAL 8019 Grey brown

RAL 8022 Black brown RAL 8028 Terra brown RAL 9001 Cream RAL 9003 Signal white

RAL 9005 Jet black RAL 9010 Pure white

All colours in the ROMA Colour Variety are subject to additional costs.
Colour variations are possible due to printing technology. Please always use original colour samples when deciding.

The ROMA Colour Variety makes everything even more colourful. With an additional 150 RAL colour hues suitable 
for facades and 150 additional possibilities for boxes, guide rails and bottom rails, all desired colours are covered. 
The two surface finishes smooth matte and fine structure matte (IGP available with the 150 RAL colours provide 
the finishing touch. 





On the outside, a roller shutter -
in the inside, high-tech

Roller shutters are exposed to extreme 
weather: summer heat and frost – so the 
material and the way a roller shutter is built are 
crucial.
The ROMA ALUMINO slats were specifically 
designed for high quality & longevity. 
Aluminium is corrosion-resistant and 100% 
recyclable. The foam core further adds to the 
strength of the slats.

All our Aluminium slats are double-walled and 
designed for longevity. Regardless of the type 
of slat: AlUMINO, ALUMINO protect or plastic, 
quality is of utmost importance for us at 
ROMA. Depending on the roller shutter type 
and slat type, you can choose from over 20 
colours.

ALUMINO protect: ROMA’s 
top-product with foamed 
(expanded?) core for added 
protection against intruders.

ALUMINO: ROMA’s most 
popular design with 
strong Polyurethane 
insulating foam and high 
longevity.

Plastic: ROMA’s cost 
effective solution



ROMA slat colours -
many choices

You can choose from a large range of colours 
for your roller shutter slats. Depending on your 
slat type, you can choose from up to 22 
standard colours.

All surfaces of the ROMA roller shutter are 
weather-proof and non-fading. Standard care 
and simple cleaning is sufficient.



Braun meliert Dunkelbraun meliert

Golden Oak

Standard colours for roller shutter slats

Lichtgrau

Purpurrot

Anthrazitgrau

Silber

Moosgrün

Beige

DB703

Harmonisch zu den 
Elementfarben der ROMA 
Farb-Harmonie

Sarotti

Stahlblau

Grau

Tannengrün

Graualuminium

Creme-Weiß

ROMA 9016 Elfenbein

Holz hell Holz dunkel

Blassgrün

Pastellblau

* Profilarten und dazugehörige Farben siehe technische Unterlagen.
Farbabweichungen sind drucktechnisch möglich. Bitte benutzen Sie für Entscheidungen immer Original-Farbmuster.



PURO PURO.XR KARO RA.2

PENTO.XPRONDO.XP

Aufsatzrollladen

Vorbaurollladen

QUADRO.XP
(Abb. mit Solarantrieb)

Nicht abgebildet: Vorbaurollladen der P-Reihe

INTEGO.XP (Abb. Basis QUADRO,
auch auf Basis PENTO erhältlich)

Schrägrollladen

TRENDO (Basis PENTO)TRENDO (Basis RONDO) TRENDO (Basis QUADRO; 
Abb. mit Solarantrieb)



Quality and ideas 
produced in Germany

It only took three decades for ROMA to 
become the German market leader for roller 
shutters. Furthermore, ROMA continuously 
drives innovative solutions for Venetian and 
zip.SCREEN blinds.

All ROMA roller shutters, Venetian and 
zip.Screen blinds are manufactured in four 
factories in Germany. We pride ourselves in the 
cooperation between architects and builders. 

ROMA main office and factory Bargau ROMA factory Rostock



We have initiated the so called ROMA 
FORUM, a place where architects & builders 
meet to discuss the future of our living 
spaces, where lectures are being held and 
where we train our partners for excellence in 
consulting and installation.

ROMA factory Oschatz ROMA factory Ludwigshafen

ROMA Forum Burgau



laros.com.au

Roller shutters Venetian Blinds Textilscreens




